Abstract-In this paper, a decentralized fault diagnosis algorithm for large scale systems is proposed. The fault diagnosis algorithm starts with obtaining a set of ARRs (analytical redundancy relations) from the system model and available sensors. These ARRs are converted into a graph that is divided into various subgraphs using a partition algorithm. From various subgraphs, different fault signature matrices are obtained. This allows designing a decentralized fault diagnosis system by using a local diagnoser for each subsystem and a global one for coordination. Entire proposed decentralized fault diagnosis algorithm is divided into five different blocks. In order to illustratethe application of the proposed algorithm, a casestudy based on the Barcelona water network is used.
I. INTRODUCTION
Generally a large scale system consists of lot of components, being complex and difficult to maintain a single diagnoserfor the whole system. Thus, a decentralized/distributed fault diagnosis system has been considered in place of centralized fault diagnosis system since centralized fault diagnosis system has lot of disadvantages, as e.g.ina centralized system all the information has to be collected in one location which is generally not possible. Moreover, a centralized system need a high performance centralized unit which is in most cases is not available. Due to these difficulties in recent years decentralized/distributed fault diagnosis techniques has been adopted. Decentralized diagnosis consists of both a global diagnoser and a local diagnoser working parallel to monitor and detect a fault or faults in large scale system, some of examples of decentralized diagnosis are shown in [1, 2] . The large scale system is first divided into various subsystems, each subsystem has its own local diagnoser and there will be a global diagnoser which contains information about the shared variables between each subsystem. Information of such type of decentralized systemis mentioned in the literature [3, 4, 5] . Already in the past literature distributed fault diagnosis algorithms for a large scale system are present. Vikas Gupta and Vicenç Puig is with Advanced Control Systems (SAC) research group at Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC),Barcelona, Spain (e-mail: vikas.gupta@upc.edu).
In [12] , a fault diagnosis algorithm is discussed which starts with obtaining a set of ARRs (analytical redundancy relations) from a model. After obtaining the ARRs, the partitioning of a system into subsystem is done by using fault signature matrix approach, when compared to other past literatures [6] [11] [15] most of the fault diagnosis algorithm had adopted graph approach for partition. From the past literature, it is very clear that graph approach for partition has more advantages than fault signature matrix partition approach. In this paper, a new approach for decentralized fault diagnosis of large scale systems is presented which starts by obtaining a set of ARRs from the system model and available sensors. Then, after obtaining ARRs, the system is divided into subsystem by a graph method. After which for each subsystem a local fault signature matrix is obtained and a single global fault signature matrix is obtained for all the subsystems which contains information of shared variables between various subsystems. This allows designing a decentralized fault diagnosis system with including a local diagnoser for each subsystem and a global one for coordination.In order to demonstrate the application of the proposed algorithm, a case study based on the Barcelona drinking waternetwork (DWN) is used. The structure of the paper is the following: Section 2 describes the proposed approach. Section 3 describes the implementation. Section 4 describes the application with example. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions are presented.
II. PROPOSED APPROACH
The goal of proposed approach is to obtain a set of local diagnosers that are coordinated by a global diagnoser allowing decentralised diagnosis. This approach has an off-line phase that starts by obtaining a setof analytical redundancy relations (ARRs) that can be represented in a form of a matrix P from a system structural matrix M (z, x) or in short form just M by using ranking algorithm [15] . M consists of set of constraints (equations) z and variables x, some of them known and other unknown. Technically, to obtain the ARRs, the unknown variables are replaced by known variables of the systems. The rows of matrix P correspond to the ARRs and columns are the measured variables. The matrix P is converted into vertex and edge graph: any 1or -1 present in rows of matrix P makes that particular row a vertex of the graph and all the 1 or -1 present at same location of two rows is connected edge between the vertexes. From this vertex and edge graph, small vertex and edge graph or subsystem is generated by using a partition algorithm. The first step to implement partition algorithm is to find the strongly connected vertices. A strongly connected vertex is the one which has maximum number of edges. This vertex will be the basis for forming the first subsystem being its core. Second subsystem is formed by second strongly connected vertex. The important condition is that no two subgraphs can have same vertex but same edge can be shared. Together all the subgraphs must contain all the vertices of a system, that is, no vertex must be left. Every vertex must be part of any one subsystem and the subsystem should be least connected.After this,the fault signature matrix is generated for each subsystem. Every subsystem has one local fault signature which contains unshared and shared variables and also all the subsystems have one common global fault signature matrix which contains shared variables between various subsystems. A fault signature matrix is created by converting all elements of each subsystem matrix P i into 0 and 1. 0 is maintained as zero while all non zero elements are converted into 1. This is the end of offline scenario in which we designed the various sub systems. Now in the next step, we consider the on-line operation in which the ARRs associated to each subsystem are employed to detect and isolatesensor faults from fault signature matrices associated to the ARRs. This is done by comparing fault signature matrix of eachsubsystem with observed fault signature matrix, column wise or variable wise. If a fault is detected it is then checked whetherthe fault is in unshared variable or shared variable. In case that the fault is affecting an unshared variable, the local diagnosers can directly isolate the fault. Otherwise, the global diagnoser has to fuse the information of the local diagnosers sharing the variable.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed approach can be implemented by means of five blocks ( Figure 1 ). In this section, the description for each block is provided. let K=YU be the set of known variables:U is the subset of input variables, Y is the subset of the output variables and K is the subset of the unknown (nonmeasured) variables. The structure of the model is described by the binary relation:
The unknown variables are replaced by known variablesof the system model to obtain ARRs in form of parity matrix P.
Block 2: ARR Graph Generation:
Input to the Block: ARRs in form of parity matrix P Output of the Block: ARR Graph. Block 2 obtains the ARR graph from the set of ARRs obtained in form ofparity matrix P in Block 1. A graph is generally defined as an abstract representation of a group of objects from a collection, where few pairs of objects are joint by links. The elements which are interconnected are typicallycalled vertices while the connected links are called edges.If any1or -1 present in rows of parity matrix P makes that particular row a vertex of the graph and all the 1 or -1 present at same location of two rows is connected edge between the vertexes. The ARR matrix P is feed as input to Block 2. From ARR matrix P, the vertex and edges of graph are obtained and finally graph G (V, E), where V denotes the set of vertices, E is the set of edgesis created which is the output of Block 2. The graph G(V,E) can be represented in form of incidence matrix denoted as I M , which is defined suchthat This matrix has dimensions n v ×n e , where n v corresponds with the total number ofvertices and n e denotes the total number of edges.
Block 3: Partition of ARR Graph
Input to the Block: ARR graph Output of the Block: Partitioned ARR graph The first step to implement partition algorithm is to find the strongly connected vertices. A stronglyconnected vertex is the one which has maximum number of edges. This vertex will be the basis for forming the first subsystem being the core of the first subsystem. Second subsystem is formed by second strongly connected vertex. The important condition is that no two subgraphs can have same vertex but same edge can be shared. Together all the subgraphs must contain all the vertices of a system, that is, no vertex must be left. Every vertex must be part of any one subsystem and the subsystem should be least connected.The maximum weight ω for each vertex is equal to number of edges each vertex have. The heaviest vertex is the vertex which has maximum number of edges, the heaviest vertex forms the first subgraph and the centre of the first subgraph G 1 is defined. Those vertices which are connected to this heaviest vertex are included in G 1 or in the first subgraph. The set of non-selected [11] 
and inconsistent ARRs } ,...,
when some inconsistency in (2)at time instant k is detected, the process of fault isolation starts byobtaining the observed fault signature, where each single fault signal indicator
Fault isolation is the binary relation between the considered fault hypothesis set {f 1 (k), f 2  is equal to 1, means this fault is affecting the monitored system, otherwise, the element F ij is zero-valued. A column of this matrix is known as a theoretical fault signature. The fault isolation starts by finding a match between the observed fault signatures with some of theoretical fault signatures.
Block 5: Decentralized Fault Diagnosis
Input to the Block: Various fault signature matrices corresponding to the different subsystems Output of the Block: Diagnosis faults present in the subsystems Till Block 4 the algorithm is operated in an offline scenario where various local fault signature matrices and a global fault signature matrix are obtained from the designed of the system. Block 5 is completely operated in an online scenario where several diagnosers obtained in Block 4 are working parallel in a large scale system and continuously comparing observed fault signature matrices of each subsystem with its original fault signature matrix. In this part of the algorithm, fault detection and isolation is done using concept of agent using traditional FDI approach. This part of the algorithm is online while rest of the algorithm work in offline conditions. Each subsystem is represented by an agent A 1 , A 2 , …, A n and the global coordinator or diagnoser which contains information of all shared variables of each subsystem is represented by an agent G. The agents of each subsystem communicate with agent of global coordinator or diagnoser in form of messages to detect and isolate a given fault or faults in their respective subsystem. Actually the entire process three separate parts, In the first part, each agent does local diagnosis to detect any faulty ARR in its system and if any ARR is faulty, whether fault occur in a shared variable or unshared variable or in both, if the fault occur in shared variable or unshared variable connected with shared variable than the agent of a subsystem sends a message containing faulty shared variable or variables number to agent of global coordinator. In the second part, when the global coordinator or diagnoser receives the information about the faulty candidates, the agent diagnoses to find that whether the shared variable or variables are faulty or not. If the agent finds that the faulty candidates are also faulty candidate or candidates in his subsystem, it pass the information to the given agent from whom he receives the information in form of data or number of that shared variable or variables otherwise it sends 00 data to the agent from whom he receives the message indicating that this particular candidate or candidates do not belong to his subsystem or in short are not faulty. In the third part, which is the main part, controls sending of messages from each agent and receiving information by agent of global coordinator, on the basis of received information final computation is done to detect which variable or variables are faulty.
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE
The proposed algorithm is implemented on Barcelona water network shown in Figure 2 . The proposed fault diagnosis algorithm starts from discrete-time space state model (for more details see [9] [10]):
where 
ARR Generation and Graph (Block 1 and 2)
ARR generation algorithm in Block 1 applied to (5) produces set of ARRs in form of matrix P. Starting with this matrix, Block 2 produces the ARR graph presented in Figure 3 . Figure 4 and in the orginal water network scheme in Figure 2 . Table I Table I . Barcelona DWN subsystems Fault signature matrices (Block 4) Figure 7 .1 to 7.5 presents the local fault signatures matrices associated to each subystem. In this tables, unshared variables are presented in green and blue while shared variables in yellow. Faults associated to this variables can be diagnosed at local level only in case of green variables. Faults in blue and yellow variables can only be diagnosed at global level since they correspond to a share variable (yellow) or correspond to a variable (blue) that participates in an ARR including shared variables. Figure 8 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a decentralized fault diagnosis technique is presented. First from a system structural model, ARRs are obtained. From ARRs, a vertex and edge graph is generated; this vertex and edge graph is subdivided into various subgraphs or subsystem through partition algorithm. For each subgraph a local fault signature matrix is generated which contain both local and shared variables of subgraph and also a global fault signature matrix is generated which contain information of only shared variables of all subgraphs. Then using observer method the fault signature matrix of original subsystem is compared with observed matrix of that subsystem, if a fault or faults are present, than it is checked whether fault is in unshared variable or shared variable of the subsystem. 3  6  8  9  10  11  13  14  15  16  23  24  26  32  33  35  38  42  47  51  52  57  58  59  60 Table shared variablesof Barcelona water network 
